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The Murder Of Qassem Soleimani Will Deter No One

The Trump administration sees the U.S. assassination of Qassem Soleimani as a form
of deterrence not only with regards to Iran but also towards Russia, China and others.
That view is wrong.

The claim that the murder of Soleimani was necessary because of an 'imminent
threat' has been debunked by Trump himself when he tweeted that 'it doesn't really
matter' if there was such a threat or not.

In a speech at the Hoover Institute Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said that the
assassination was part of a new deterrence strategy. As Reuters reported:

U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo on Monday said Qassem Soleimani
was killed as part of a broader strategy of deterring challenges by U.S. foes
that also applies to China and Russia, further diluting the assertion that
the top Iranian general was struck because he was plotting imminent
attacks on U.S. targets.

In his speech at Stanford University's Hoover Institute, Pompeo made no
mention of the threat of imminent attacks planned by Soleimani.

The speech itself, headlined The Restoration of Deterrence: The Iranian Example,
makes that less explicit as Reuters lets it appear:

On the 3rd of this month, we took one of the world’s deadliest terrorists
off the battlefield for good.
...
But I want to lay this out in context of what we’ve been trying to do. There
is a bigger strategy to this.

President Trump and those of us in his national security team are re-
establishing deterrence – real deterrence ‒ against the Islamic Republic.
In strategic terms, deterrence simply means persuading the other party
that the costs of a specific behavior exceed its benefits. It requires
credibility; indeed, it depends on it. Your adversary must understand not
only do you have the capacity to impose costs but that you are, in fact,
willing to do so.
...
And let’s be honest. For decades, U.S. administrations of both political
parties never did enough against Iran to get the deterrence that is
necessary to keep us all safe.
...
So what did we do? We put together a campaign of diplomatic isolation,
economic pressure, and military deterrence.
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...
Qasem Soleimani discovered our resolve to defend American lives.
...
We have re-established deterrence, but we know it’s not everlasting, that
risk remains. We are determined not to lose that deterrence. In all cases,
we have to do this.
...
We saw, not just in Iran, but in other places, too, where American
deterrence was weak. We watched Russia’s 2014 occupation of the Crimea
and support for aggression against Ukraine because deterrence had been
undermined. We have resumed lethal support to the Ukrainian military.

China’s island building, too, in the South China Sea, and its brazen
attempts to coerce American allies undermined deterrence. The Trump
administration has ramped up naval exercises in the South China Sea,
alongside our allies and friends and partners throughout the region.

You saw, too, Russia ignored a treaty. We withdrew from the INF with the
unanimous support of our NATO allies because there was only one party
complying with a two-party agreement. We think this, again, restores
credibility and deterrence to protect America.

This understanding of 'deterrence' seems to be vague and incomplete. A longer piece I
am working on will further delve deeper into that issue. But an important point is that
deterrence works in both directions.

Iran responded with a missile strike on U.S. bases in Iraq. The missiles hit the targets
they were aimed at. This was a warning that any further U.S. action would cause
serious U.S. casualties. That strike, which was only the first part of Iran's response to
the murdering of Soleimani, deterred the U.S. from further action. Iran also declared
that it will expel the U.S. from the Middle East. How is Iran deterred when it openly
declares that it will take on such a project?

Reuters makes it seem that the U.S. would not even shy away from killing a Russian
or Chinese high officer on a visit in a third country. That is, for now, still out of
bounds as China and Russia deter the U.S. from such acts with their own might.

Russia and China already had no doubts that the U.S. is immoral and willing to
commit war crimes. And while 'western' media avoid that characterization for the
assassination of Soleimani there is no doubt that it was one.

In a letter to the New York Times the now 100 years old chief prosecutor of the
Nuremberg trials, Benjamin B. Ferencz, warned of the larger effects of such deeds
when he writes:

The administration recently announced that, on orders of the president,
the United States had “taken out” (which really means “murdered”) an
important military leader of a country with which we were not at war. As a
Harvard Law School graduate who has written extensively on the subject,
I view such immoral action as a clear violation of national and
international law.

The public is entitled to know the truth. The United Nations Charter, the
International Criminal Court and the International Court of Justice in The
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Hague are all being bypassed. In this cyberspace world, young people
everywhere are in mortal danger unless we change the hearts and minds
of those who seem to prefer war to law.

The killing of a Soleimani will also only have a short term effect when it comes to
general deterrence. It was a onetime shot to which others will react. Groups and
people who work against 'U.S. interests' will now do so less publicly. Countries will
seek asymmetric advantages to prevent such U.S. action against themselves. By
committing the crime the U.S. and Trump made the global situation for themselves
more complicated.

Posted by b on January 18, 2020 at 19:28 UTC | Permalink

Comments

"And let’s be honest." anyone who starts off with those words - run the other way
when they say that.. pomparse is a real embarrassment to the usa on the world stage
at this point... there is no international law that the usa will not completely bypass /
lie / or obfuscate to push its uni-polar exceptional agenda at this point.. anyone
paying any attention can see this clearly.

Posted by: james | Jan 18 2020 19:52 utc | 1

In terms of deterrence re Iran, these people don't seem to know much about the role
of martyrdom in Shi'ism

Posted by: Soleimani's Ghost | Jan 18 2020 19:53 utc | 2

Pompeo speaks as though he wants to provoke an assassination attempt on himself.

Posted by: lysias | Jan 18 2020 19:59 utc | 3

If push comes to shove, the Iranians are well aware that the US would, by its bombing
and missiles that the Iranians cannot completely withstand, cause many deaths and
massive destruction to its cities and infrastructure ... BUT the Americans are very
much aware that the Iranian response would be devastating -- all US ME military
assets would come under massive fire resulting in many deaths; all Gulf State oil
infrastructure would be destroyed; Tel Aviv and Riyadh would be attacked; the Strait
of Hormuz would be blocked, and on and on.

It seems highly unlikely that the US would take such a risk -- let us call it Mutual
Assured Destructiveness

Posted by: chet380 | Jan 18 2020 19:59 utc | 4

It is interesting that the commentary closes with a letter by Benjamin Ferencz,
perhaps the last surviving Nuremberg prosecutor. As he indicates, the assassination is
a war crime, and, in my view, even the threat of such an assassination is a serious
breach of international law. Regimes following such a policy have gone rogue, and
cabinet ministers making such a pronouncement that the assassination was carried
out as a deterrent are, in effect, confessing to war crimes. In future the reach of the
offending regime may be much less than it is now, and, if that occurs, the rogue
minister better be careful if he travels outside of his home country.

Posted by: exiled off mainstree | Jan 18 2020 20:00 utc | 5
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Thanks B, for your continued articles that are never mentioned elsewhere. I
completely agree with your assessment. War used to have rules. Any american army
brass or higher ups in USA, Britain, Israel and allies will have to keep looking over
their shoulder when they leave their own country. Israel already cancelled trips to
Saudi Arabia over security concerns. The gloves are off and targeted assignation will
hit allies of USA. The president family are fair game, People who sponsor the the
orange prophet of misery, Pompous Pompeoo, Esper or any general will have a very
paranoid time knowing that the rules of war that once protected them from targeted
assignation no longer apply. After all if america can do this, what's stopping their
adversaries from doing the same.

Posted by: 1 | Jan 18 2020 20:02 utc | 6

Benjamin B. Ferencz, his touted Harvard Law School pedigree Nuremberg Trial
experience have precisely ZERO persuasive value.

Ferencz was one of the most vicious and manipulative of the Nuremberg prosecutors.
In a BBC interview he stated boldly that he threatened to kill detainees or their
families unless they confessed:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=48&v=jmFg_ZkKo8M

Interviewer: "In previous interviews you’ve described how in gathering
testimonies you did resort to duress, for instance, lining up villagers and
threatening to shoot them if they lied. Such methods now would amount
to witness harassment of the most extreme order.

Ferencz: Perhaps it would. but it’s only because the people who make
allegations don’t understand what war is about — bring a room of 20
people together — this is an actual case — and say I want you all to write
out what happened, what your role was, what others did. Anybody who
lies will be shot.
“Oh, how can you do a thing like that!” You’re threatening them, it’s
torture! What am I going to tell ‘em? That you won’t get your patty-cake
tonight? ' Please be honest, please confess that you’re a murderer. Please
do that, I don’t want to have to ____ you of anything.'
What are you talking about? There’s a war going on! They will kill you if
they could. They were killing some of their buddies before. So what am I
going to do? I didn’t shoot them. But I threatened to , and that’s the only
weapon I had. And if that be torture, then call me a torturer."

Moreover, Rabbi Stephen Wise, one of the key instigators of World War II and US
involvement in it, recorded a Personal Letter he sent to his wife / daughter (probably)
shortly after Germany's surrender. The Rabbi wrote that he and Nahum Goldmann
had lunch with Justice Robert Jackson, and that

"Justice [Robert] Jackson. . . .has grand and spacious ideas on the
Nuremberg trials in mid-October, with Weizmann, Goldmann or S.S.W.
[Stephen S. Wise] as Jewish witnesses to present the Jewish Case –not
permitted as Amicus Curiae!

In itself it becomes the greatest trial in history, with what Jackson calls its
broad departure from Anglo-Saxon legal tradition.
Retroactively “aggressive war-making” becomes criminally punishable–
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with membership in the Gestapo prima facie proof of criminal
participation."

If Ferencz has an ounce of integrity, he will condemn as "aggressive war-making"
every person who voted for an illegal war against Iraq, and every person involved in
imposing sanctions on Iran -- themselves acts of "aggressive war."

But he won't because he doesn't.

Posted by: ChasMark | Jan 18 2020 20:05 utc | 7

"By committing the crime the U.S. and Trump made the global situation for
themselves more complicate."

USA is not exactly the sole economic superpower, but as long as the allies, EU, NATO,
major allies in Asia and Latin America, behave like poodles, USA pretty much
controls what is "normal". After Obama campaigns of murder by drone, now Trump
raises it to a higher level, and Europe, the most critical link in the web of alliances,
applauds (UK) or accepts and cooperates. That can be a useful clarification for US
establishment.

So the bottom line is that while it is hard to show constructive goals achieved by
raising murder policies to a more brazen level, nothing changes for the worse. Allies
tolerate irrationality, cruelty etc. and to some extend, join the fun.

Posted by: Piotr Berman | Jan 18 2020 20:06 utc | 8

Pompeo: "In all cases, we have to do this."

In all cases they have to murder? That is psycho killer talk. Notice how comfortable
the American public is with that.

America disconnected from reality years ago. I rather doubt they could even find their
way back if they were to somehow return to their senses.

Posted by: William Gruff | Jan 18 2020 20:07 utc | 9

IMO, from what I understand of Shia mentality, after immoral assassination of
general Soleimani the only thing can prevent a violent revenge against US military or
political staff would be a Fatwa by a grand ayatollah to nullify a fatwa by any junior
Ayatollah authorizing (sanctioning) specific action. It was an incalculably caster F*
mistake that can last for a generation at least.

Posted by: Kooshy | Jan 18 2020 20:13 utc | 10

"t ̶h ̶e ̶ U ̶. ̶S ̶. ̶ Israel and Trump made the global situation for themselves more
complicate"

Not if the purpose was more pressure by complication. The goal then to create a
pretext: a pressure cooker which will cause military exchange or, especially after some
limited violent exchange, increasing internal strife inside Iran which can't afford
more war.

The conditions for this tactic would be clear: containing all the likely fall-out of the
above unraveling, namely:
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- contain China with the trade war no one can win but will make it near impossible for
China to deal with Iran, Iraq and Syria.
- increased containment Palestine and Lebanon by Israel. Make very move there seem
way too expensive for especially Hezbollah.
- prevent any kind of weapon transport or technology transfer to Lebanon which
could break above containment.
- vastly improved border security and travel limitations
- increasing War on T ̶e ̶r ̶r ̶o̶r ̶ Blow Back related powers for Homeland Security, NSA
etc.

Russia is seen as less of a problem as any potential military support would be simply
too costly and too little gain for Putin.

And make no mistake, Trump is fully ready to display nuclear might the moment Iran
would demonstrate their own remarkable advances. And he would make it very clear
that the US is willing. The new policy of deterrence is very simple and yet horrible:
examples have to be made to demonstrate that "all options are still on the table". If he
wants to keep declining America great but not have expensive wars and yet force
others to still follow American lead: there's only one cold logical solution to that.

Posted by: John Dowser | Jan 18 2020 20:16 utc | 11

The glaring fact of the matter is that the us president and his accomplices useld false
allegations as an excuse to murder these men. They also did so in a cowardly manner,
under a false invitation to negotiate (and, Yes I do believe that).
In my country, when a person orders someone to murder someone else in exchange
for compensation (in this case salaries), the police call it murder for hire.

Posted by: Joshua | Jan 18 2020 20:19 utc | 12

Deterrence and decapitation strikes ...

Idle speculation on my part, but I am not alone in wondering if the Soleimani
assassination accelerated Putin's restructuring agenda. (I'm not suggesting it was
generated or even influenced in substance by the strike, just that the timing may have
been.) Given the power of the President in Russia, as the CIA itself very well
understands, there is perhaps no more tempting target for an overt military
assassination strike than President Putin.

Of course, deterrence of rational actors is precisely what would prevent this, but I
imagine Russian strategic thinkers have wondered whether or for how long the US
remains a rational actor. Moreover, this would be the sort of thing that a fanatical
faction could pull off. In some Strangelovean bunker somewhere, there may be those
who would actually welcome a last gasp of large-scale warfare before the Eurasian
Heartland is lost and the Petrodollar-fueled global finance empire, nominally
sheltered in the US, dies away.

Creative destruction ... a last chance to shuffle the cards, and perhaps reset a losing
game to zero.

Posted by: Paul Damascene | Jan 18 2020 20:20 utc | 13

What manner of nation does these things? What manner of man? Why are these
criminals not facing arrest and trial at this very moment? Is it because they all had
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their magical 'I'm a special guy' hats on? Justice will come to us all.

Posted by: Joshua | Jan 18 2020 20:22 utc | 14

I don't think what Pompeo was saying is vague, it is really just a way to con the US
media into believing that what they did was anything other than what it really was.
They are trying to couch their violent threatening behavior aimed at Iraqi leaders to
keep them out of the China-Iran orbit, as part of "The Patriotic Duty of Team America
World Police". It is like a mafioso saying to the police about their protection racket:
"I'm doing you'se a favor by keeping everyone in the neighborhood safe from
criminals."

"It also forced all people, great and small, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a
mark on their right hands or on their foreheads, so that they could not buy or sell
unless they had the mark, which is the name of the beast or the number of its name."

Posted by: Kali | Jan 18 2020 20:22 utc | 15

"This second Beast worked magical signs, dazzling people by making fire come down
from Heaven. It used the magic it got from the Beast to dupe earth dwellers, getting
them to make an image of the Beast that received the deathblow and lived. It was able
to animate the image of the Beast so that it talked, and then arrange that anyone not
worshiping the Beast would be killed. It forced all people, small and great, rich and
poor, free and slave, to have a mark on the right hand or forehead. Without the mark
of the name of the Beast or the number of its name, it was impossible to buy or sell
anything."

Posted by: Kali | Jan 18 2020 20:25 utc | 16

yeah - mafia tactics as offered by trump /pompeo and etc is exactly what it is... and
when Benjamin B. Ferencz calls it what it is, apologists show up to can ferencz @ 7..
so what will persuade you chasmark?? do i need to send a hit man over to your place?

Posted by: james | Jan 18 2020 20:28 utc | 17

It's odd to see Reuters get the name of the Hoover Institution wrong, and also be
wrong about the Institution's association with Stanford University. The Institution is
on the Stanford campus but has a separate board of directors.

Okay, Reuters is making typically sloppy errors about the name and the amount of
control Stanford has over the rightwing "Institute" on its campus. Stanford, the
university, has plenty of US military intelligence (and actual black world) ties, but
almost no one working at Stanford would think killing Soleimani a good idea. Though
plenty of the "thinkers" at The Hoover Institution would.

Right, Pompeo is delusional. Murdering Soleimani will deter no one. Nor of course do
the Iranian missile strikes on US bases in Iraq mean the end of Iran's response to the
act of war.

Posted by: Jay | Jan 18 2020 20:28 utc | 18

all this rhetoric says the obvious: the USA wants to destroy physically the Near East
(Iran, Saudi Arabia, the Gulf states, etc). either he destroys the whole region or he
cannot be reelected or better he gets impeached in the Senate.
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Posted by: nietzsche1510 | Jan 18 2020 20:29 utc | 19

I am surprised at how many establishment media have actually labelled this murder
as "assassination" instead of the usual euphemisms. I think nearly everyone in the
world understands that bragging about international murder completely changes
international relations. Except for Pompous and Trumpet, of course.

Everyone will be filing their hair-triggers. There seems to be a general world-wide
mobilization but no one is calling it that. It is all "war games" and such. At some point
before the 2003 Iraq invasion it was clear to me that the decision for open war had
been made. It is now clear to me that there will be an invasion of Iran, starting with
Iraq. I think the B-52s sent to the area are for killing Iraqis, since they have no air
defense.

At the same time, the US asset bubbles are nearly "priced to perfection". That means
they have no where to go except down. Debts that can't be paid won't be paid. All it
takes is a break in the chain of payments and the next financial panic is ON! Can
Uncle Sam greatly expand his War on the World in the middle of financial chaos? I
think he will probably try.

I speculate that Uncle Sam believes Iran and Iraq will simply cower and wait for the
next blow. I predict they will not. Soleimani's assassination and the subsequent
Iranian attack have not substantially changed the strategic situation, except to tie
down the boiler relief valve and turn up the heat. God, if there is one, help us all.
We're sure gonna need it.

Posted by: Trailer Trash | Jan 18 2020 20:37 utc | 20

Does this idiot Pompeo not realize the door swing both ways? Unless he plans to live
his remaining days bunkered in NORAD, he's just as vulnerable as the rest.

Posted by: Ian2 | Jan 18 2020 20:46 utc | 21

Should have add to my earlier comment (10) , the missile attack on American bases
on Iraq was Iran’s military/ government response for killing General Soleimani, by no
means was the Shia’ response since that would need a Fatwa and not necessary by an
Iranian cleric or even by Iranian Shia. Is now a religious matter for all believers.

Posted by: Kooshy | Jan 18 2020 20:49 utc | 22

Sooner or later, Saudi Arabia will make peace with Iran. It will improve relations with
Russia and China, and will reduce ties with Israel. Soon, Turkey will be completely
out of Syria, and Idlib will be entirely liberated. The US, in Iraq, will slowly be
drained of vitality with a death of a thousand cuts. Medium range missile production
in conjunction with Russian S-300 air defense will will spread throughout the Middle
East, and Israel's air force will be neutralized. Then the pipeline from Iran to Syria
will be completed.

Posted by: El Cid | Jan 18 2020 20:51 utc | 23

- I think that EVERYONE who is involved in the Middle East will think twice before
one makes a (provocative) move. Tensions will remain high. But some people may
(and will) do (deliberately) something (provocative) that will ratchet up tensions even
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more. With the intent of ratcheting tensions higher.
- There was someone who said that in 2020 World War III would start. For a long
time I thought this person was nuts. But now I am not so sure anymore that this
person was nuts.
- There were also people who said that we were "sleepwalking" into WW III,
something along the lines of what happened before WW I. These persons were talking
about a war between the US (+ NATO) and Russia. But now I think that if a war
would break out that then not only Russia but also China and Iran are going to be
part of that war. No, I am not sure anymore that this going to end well.

- I also think that everyone haas become (more) cautious. And that an act of
A-symmetric warfare has become (more) unlikely.

Posted by: Willy2 | Jan 18 2020 21:17 utc | 24

Pompeo is the spokesman for the rules based Western empire mafia don, Trump.

The event is now being turned into a US media event (real time movie making here)
by Trump letting out text versions of the backroom chatter around the murder. This
will not sit well with the ME, IMO.

What late empire keeps pushing for is some event that can be blown into global
support for war escalation....but it hasn't happened, yet

And all this over public/private global control of value sharing in the social human
contract....what a way to run a railroad/species......

Posted by: psychohistorian | Jan 18 2020 21:22 utc | 25

@William Gruff, 9
"In all cases they have to murder? That is psycho killer talk. Notice how comfortable
the American public is with that."

Maybe that's because
"The essential American soul is hard, isolate, stoic, and a killer." D H Lawrence

Posted by: cirsium | Jan 18 2020 21:26 utc | 26

The most depressing thing about the assassination's aftermath is that Western
Europe's leaders are as bad as America's - "It's the economy, stupid!" So, a threat to
their auto manufacturers is a threat to jobs, and one has to consider the next election.
They were already controlled thanks to the NSA's eavesdropping on their cell phones,
a threat to individual politicians - no need for them to worry about physical
elimination, then; Trump threatened via economics their parties' chances of
reelection, meaning they have support for knuckling under. China, Russia and Iran
are on their own - China was still working on its economic might, Russia was still
working on building a strong political foundation, and Iran already has its hands full
with internal and external threats. The fence-sitters (India, smaller Asian and African
countries) will sit on the sidelines, working to improve their own economies and
waiting to see who looks more powerful before joining one side or the other to break
down or uphold the international norms and laws it took centuries to build. Tottering
as it appears to be, the U.S. looks to be ready to burn the world; its "adversaries"
aren't yet strong enough to avoid the flamethrower.
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Posted by: Zee | Jan 18 2020 21:30 utc | 27

Be careful what you wish for Mr Pompeo, the sword has 2 edges. I don't think turning
the other cheek is in the Shia lexicon.

Posted by: cdvision | Jan 18 2020 21:33 utc | 28

Trailer Trash 20
The only reason I wouldn't be surprised at big media calling Soleimani's murder an
"assassination" is how the media politics is played by party. Since the media tends to
lean left, they want to be thorns in Trump's side. Neither party is against war; they
want to be the instigators to get the glory (while shifting/limiting blame). Amid the
media's stories on this were the talking points of Trump going too far by DEMs in
congress.
Recall Libya. The GOP criticized Obama for Libya but only because they wanted to be
able to say they were the tough guys. The media was oh-so-happy to harp on the Iraq
after Bush's destruction of Iraq but very quiet on the aftermath of Libya.

Posted by: Curtis | Jan 18 2020 21:37 utc | 29

Maybe I stupidly posted this in the wrong thread?

Trump is simply a third-rate Godfather type gangster, with a touch of the charm and
a lot of the baggage. I think his murder of General Qassem Soleimani was not
something he would have done if he had any choice. It was a very stupid move, and
Trump is just not that stupid. I really think this was demanded by the 'churnitalists'.
These churnitalists are probably the psychos of the predatory arm of the CIA, and
their billionaire allies.

See, it all works like this:

These churnitalists (who supposedly provide us with 'protection', or 'security') are the
real rulers (because everybody who defies them ends up dead). Now just ask your self:
How does rulership actually really work? It's really kind of simple. The only actual
way to establish rulership over other people is to prove, again and again, that you can
force them to do stupid things, for absolutely no reason. This is called 'people-
churning', and all you have to do is just keep churning out low-class 'history' by
constantly forcing the weaker ones to do stupid things. Again and again. This happens
constantly in a churnitalist gangster society. Even in schools and legislatures, and so
on. Haven't you noticed it yet?

Posted by: blues | Jan 18 2020 21:39 utc | 30

@ 24 willy2... i have been talking about war in 2020 for some time based off the
astrology..i have mentioned it in passing here at moa a few times in the past couple of
years.. see my comments in this skyscript link from june 2015..

Posted by: james | Jan 18 2020 21:44 utc | 32

Not only will it not deter anyone, it is loudly signaling that third rate neocons are the
only decision makers left in the room.

You're likely to see more provocations, since it's now such an easy button to push. i.e.
for any regional or global powers who need US forces to be diverted for a while. Any
bullshit they manage to sell to the young Bolton's in the bureaucracy will do.
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While not exactly unprecedented, the change is how much the mask is off now.

Posted by: ptb | Jan 18 2020 21:58 utc | 33

The part of Pompeo's speech quoted by b above is American to the core: every
sentence or short paragraph contains at minimum one outright lie; the entire quote
selected is also both palpably delusional and stupid.

But having said that, there is something uniquely refreshing about the
Trump/Pompeo tag team's capacity for blurting out lies and inanities, and
furthermore, they do it with gusto. Guile is not Pompeo's strong suit.

One might say that the criminality of the 'new deterrence' is as American as apple pie,
except that apple pie in my experience is innocent of all that, unless I suppose it
contains a deadly poison, and is fed to a political or ideological foe.

What is new about the 'new deterrence' that will surely make life far more dangerous
for Americans, is that it publicly declares itself as a policy with no bounds, no ethical,
or logical, or legal constraints. So what the Americans have been doing for
generations, often but not by any means always with 'plausible denial', and
sometimes quite brazenly, is now explicitly underlined policy.

Previously, the fight was 'against communism', or 'for democracy', or for 'national
security'.

So for example, when Nicaragua during the "Reagan Revolution' was sanctioned,
attacked, vilified, subjected to uncounted atrocities, because those dastardly
Nicaraguans had replaced their loathsome monster dictator with a government trying
to do the right thing for the people, the war against that country was under the rubric
of protecting American 'national security', with bits of domino theory and communist
hordes concerns thrown in.

So what is the difference between deploying tens of thousands of maniacal murderous
'contras' as 'deterrence' against a small country's attempts at making a decent life for
its people, and a drone attack on Soleimani and his companions?

I think one main difference is that the 'world has changed' around the perpetrators,
but they are still living the delusions of brainwashed childhood, the wild west, white
hat un-self conscious monstrosities riding into town, gonna clean the place up.
Pathetic and extremely dangerous.

Posted by: Robert Snefjella | Jan 18 2020 22:00 utc | 34

@31 Ron

There are 2 beasts, the first is either America or NATO, or basically "The Empire" or
The Neocon Oligarchy--all work well but America is a bit too broad since there are
many good people in America. The second beast whose number is 666, is Trump.
Search: Trump 666 and be amazed.

And of course The Pièce de résistance

Posted by: Kali | Jan 18 2020 22:00 utc | 35

Gruff @ 9
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So sadly but profoundly true

Posted by: les7 | Jan 18 2020 22:01 utc | 36

There's another logical flaw in Pompeo's argument.

The USA is a nuclear power. If you claim to assassinate other countries' generals as a
deterrent, then that signals America's true enemies - Russia and China - that it will
vacilate in using its own nuclear deterrent if an American target is to be neutralized.
That would bring more, not less, instability to the world order.

But maybe that's the American aim with this: to shake the already existing
international order with the objective to try to destroy Eurasia with its massive war
machine and, therefore, initiate another cycle of accumulation of American
capitalism.

Another potential unintended blowback of Soleimani's assassination lies in the fact
that the USA is not officially at war with Iran. Iran was being sanctioned by the UN.
That poses a threat in the corners of the American Empire, since it sends a message
that the USA doesn't need to be at war with a nation in order to gratuitously attack it;
it also sends the message that it is not enough to play by the rules and accept the UN's
sanctions - you could still do all of that and submit yourself and still be attacked by
the Americans.

The endgame of this is that there's a clear message to the American "allies" (i.e.
vassals, provinces): stay in line and obey without questioning, even if that goes
directly against your national interests. This will leave the Empire even more unstable
at its frontier because, inevitably, there'll come a time where the USA will directly
command its vassals/provinces to literally hurt their own economies just to keep the
American one afloat (or not sinking too fast). Gramsci's "Law of Hegemony" states
that, the more coercion and the less consensus, the more unstable is one's hegemony.

Posted by: vk | Jan 18 2020 22:01 utc | 37

>Tottering as it appears to be, the U.S. looks to be
>ready to burn the world; its "adversaries" aren't yet
>strong enough to avoid the flamethrower.
>Posted by: Zee | Jan 18 2020 21:30 utc | 27

Indeed. But the longer Iran can delay the inevitable, the stronger and better prepared
it becomes, while Uncle Sam is busy burning the furniture and getting financially
more precarious. US planners seem to think that one can build an economy around
poor people giving each other haircuts while rich people keep trading the exact same
assets back and forth while steady driving asset prices higher.

Somewhere in the economic cycle someone has to actually make stuff and grow food.
But planners have allowed the manufacturing (and associated engineering, etc.) to
leave while driving farmers into bankruptcy. They are mortgaged to the hilt. When
land prices quit rising, there is no additional collateral and no new credit. With no
additional credit, no one will sell them seeds and equipment. So they are out of
business. It's scary to think how few people actually grow all the food to feed millions
and millions.

Asset bubbles have real consequences, such as millions can not afford rent anymore
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while millions of housing units remain empty because their value still goes up even
without rental income. Scenes from Soylent Green come to mind, thinking about how
more and more people are crammed into fewer living quarters.

Our brain-dead leaders have created a situation where they must continue to inflate
bubbles to keep increasing collateral to back more debt. But the bubbles impoverish
the rest of us. And bubbles always pop. Always.

I'm not sure how much the next financial crisis will affect the US killing machine, but
I doubt it would make the war machine stronger.

Posted by: Trailer Trash | Jan 18 2020 22:03 utc | 38

>The GOP criticized Obama for Libya but only because they
>wanted to be able to say they were the tough guys. The
>media was oh-so-happy to harp on the Iraq after Bush's
>destruction of Iraq but very quiet on the aftermath of Libya.
>Posted by: Curtis | Jan 18 2020 21:37 utc | 29

Yes to this. There is no disagreement in DC on the goals, just fussing over the tactics
and who takes credit. Two right wings on the war bird. Maybe that is why it is on a
downward spiral.

Posted by: Trailer Trash | Jan 18 2020 22:08 utc | 39

Via ZH :

Describing that the drone strike took out "two for the price of one" — in reference to
slain Iraqi Shia paramilitary commander Abu Mahdi al-Mohandes, who had been at
the airport to greet Soleimani, Trump gave a more detailed accounting than ever
before of proceedings in the 'situation room' (which had been set up at Mar-a-Lago)
that night.

He went on to recount listening to military officials as they watched the strike from
"cameras that are miles in the sky."

"They're together sir," Trump recalled the military officials saying. "Sir, they have two
minutes and 11 seconds. No emotion. '2 minutes and 11 seconds to live, sir. They're in
the car, they're in an armored vehicle. Sir, they have approximately one minute to
live, sir. 30 seconds. 10, 9, 8 ...' "

"Then all of a sudden, boom," he went on. "'They're gone, sir. Cutting off.' "

"I said, where is this guy?" Trump continued. "That was the last I heard from him."

Posted by: ~~~ | Jan 18 2020 22:08 utc | 40

b: Usage or typo alert - about 2/3 of the way through your piece.

Reuters makes it seem that the U.S. would not even shy away from killing
a Russian or Chinese high officer on a visit in a third country. That is, for
now, still out of bounce as China and Russia deter the U.S. from such
acts with their own might...

The English language expression is "out of bounds" as in, of course, outside the
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bounding lines defining a field of play.

Posted by: Lurker in the Dark | Jan 18 2020 22:09 utc | 41

"We put together a campaign of diplomatic isolation, economic pressure, and military
deterrence."

"diplomatic isolation" - when I read this I thought of the Ukrainian plane and the
demand for an "investigation according to international guidelines" (well, Syria got
that investigation according to international guidelines with the OPCW and we know
how that went) - it may lead to diplomatic isolation. Watch it. As such, Pompeo might
have laid out a motive for a potential US involvement.

"economic pressure" - while the E3 did not sanction Iran, with their lack of action in
regards to find working mechanisms and their depending on the US, that goal has
been achieved.

"military deterrence" - Pompeo thinks in CIA terms which can be seen as a covert
weapons trafficking organization (Timber Sycamore) and something like a secret
military organization. The murder of Suleimani is a war crime and as such a criminal
act; it can hardly be considered a military deterrence - although the murder was
carried out by the US military (maybe by CIA embedded in base?).

I don't know. It's a lot of speculation. Iran may have a reason to not state their
systems got hacked. But in the current context it may be advisable to do so, turn a
potential cyberattack back to its place of origin.

Posted by: E Mo Scel | Jan 18 2020 22:19 utc | 42

Pompeo and Trump have no concept of personal honour as they come from a sub-
culture that has none.

In the rest of the world, honour-integrity is very important. Throughout MENA to
Pakistan, the US was viewed as treacherous for using Sadaam to fight Iran then
turning on him in service of Israel's goals. Bush 2 contributed, through his blatant
financial criminality (much of this remains unknown to average Americans), to the
perception that the US is incapable of honouring ANY agreement (re:oil and other
sub-rosa deals the US made).
The decimation of Syria, Iraq and Libya was not enough; criminal elites in the US
have now completely exposed themselves to the Muslim world. I am firmly convinced
that the Arab 'street' has concluded the US and Israel are inseparable in their policy of
murder and mayhem. I am betting the elites view reconciliation within the Arab and
Islamic world as the way forward with input from Russia, China when and if needed.
Turning away from US-Israeli meddling and treachery will be a primary concern for
the 20's.
I don't believe Pompeo or Trump have the foresight to understand killing Soleimani
has sealed how the US is perceived: Indonesia, Malaysia, Muslim India (all
250+million), Afghanistan and Pakistan will accelarate the turning away.
This 'decision' to murder Soleimani will be cited by future non_court historians as
seminal. The US murdered the 2nd most important person in Iranian politics. This
has to be one of THE STUPIDEST DECISIONS I have seen come out of the
Washington, D.C--Tel Aviv--London axis. I really cannot think of any other official
action by the US that compares in stupidity. Unofficially, 911 was the stupidest act of
the last 2 decades but as for official I believe this takes the cakes.
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In essence, screaming to the world that you are a gangster is not a very graceful way
to wind down an Empire. Pompeo-Trump-BoBo should have looked at a map. I see a
hemisphere that is geographically isolated that has to make a case for why anyone
should interact with it. Currently, all they have is the petrodollar system that supports
1, 000 military bases. Problem: they have just given many of the (often unwilling)
participants in that system a big reason to leave it. I believe this is referred to as
'suicide'?
Correct me if I'm wrong. I would be happy to be.

Posted by: dorje | Jan 18 2020 23:18 utc | 43

Anyone who has studied the history of the Third Reich would note a curious
similarity between Germany's behaviour under Hitler and the current behaviour of
the US both internally and externally. Is it just me, or have other's noted the
similarity of Pompeo to Herman Goering in looks and behaviour?

Posted by: Dick | Jan 18 2020 23:25 utc | 44

That's one of the good aspect of Trump administration, in the long run. With these
psychos openly plagiarizing Grand Moff Tarkin ("Fear will keep the local systems in
line. Fear of this battle station."), it will be pretty had for any sane and sensible
observer not to come to the conclusion that, deep down, the USA *is* an Evil Empire
that has to be fought and brought down - and thankfully, this time, one saner Obama-
like presidency, if it ever happens after Trump, won't be enough to change that
perception.

Posted by: Clueless Joe | Jan 18 2020 23:28 utc | 45

I can only guess what Toynbee would think of the US now, it certainly looks like
suicide to me and if the US actually had any friends left they would be busy trying to
talk the US out of it. From this point of view the relative silence speaks loudly and
says something quite different than at least some people think.

US NATO "allies" haven't exactly been enthusiastic. Maybe I'm wrong in thinking the
UK came closest with Johnson's "not crying" remark, everything else seems to be
tortured statements walking on eggshells. 2nd biggest NATO member Turkey
cooperates with Iran and plenty of others in NATO have wanted and worked towards
normal relations despite differences, some more publicly than others. It might not
have amounted to anything but that's my impression at least.

Any support for war against Iran is microscopic. Against Russia? Except for the rarest
of the worst of fools not a chance. Against China? People would have trouble
comprehending the question itself due to how absurd the notion is.

Posted by: Sunny Runny Burger | Jan 18 2020 23:47 utc | 46

Dick | Jan 18 2020 23:25 utc | 44

"Is it just me" who makes the argument reductio ad Hitlerum?

No, it's you and every other moron who gets his history from teevee and Hollywood.

If the compulsion to resort to WWII analogies is too compelling to overcome, flip the
script:
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US and Britain 'won' the war in Germany by deliberately firebombing civilian targets,
over and over and over and over again.
United States Dept. of Interior records in detail how Standard Oil engineers, USAF,
Jewish architects, and Jewish Hollywood studio set designers constructed and
practiced creating firestorms with the stated goal of killing working class German
civilians, including "infants in cribs."

In a discussion of his book, The Fire, Jörg Friedrich emphasized that Allied bombers
dropped leaflets telling the Germans they were about to kill that their only recourse
was to overthrow their government -- to topple or kill Hitler: the "greatest
generation" killed civilians as "deterrents" to Wehrmacht's defensive actions against
Allied invasion.

Since at least 1995 US tactics against Iran have been similar: Ed Royce spelled them
out: US will sanction Iranian citizens in an effort to make life so miserable for them
that they will riot and overthrow their government.

So yes, it IS "just like the Nazis" -- US-zionists are running a similar playbook as that
used to prostrate Germany.
And Iraq.
And Libya.
And Syria.

Notice that wrt Syria, having reduced that ancient place to rubble, much like Allies
reduced Germany's cultural heritage to rubble, US 'diplomats' are steadfastly refusing
to allow Syria access to resources with which to finance its reconstruction, and are
also blocking any other country's attempt to aid Syria in reconstruction: Destroying
Syria was 'hi-tech eminent domain,' and now USA intends to be the only entity to
finance and rebuild Syria -- or else US will continue the destruction of Syria.

Most Americans think Marshall plan was an act more generous than Jesus Christ on
the cross, but in fact it was a cynical strategy to completely dominate Germany in
saecula saeculorum. (US LOANED the money, and far more-- about 2.5 X more--
was committed to England -- relatively undamaged -- than to Germany, where 70% of
infrastructure was rubble.)
You won't learn that from the Hollywood version of WWII.

Posted by: ChasMark | Jan 18 2020 23:56 utc | 47

the Nuremberg trials:

Was Nuremebrg trial a fair trial? Not, it was not. It was very unfair.

Posted by: Roberto | Jan 18 2020 23:58 utc | 48

I recall RT reported on December 31. 19 Trump warned

LINK

“This is not a Warning, it is a Threat,” Trump declared in a tweet on Tuesday
afternoon, adding that Iran will “pay a very BIG PRICE” for the embassy siege earlier
in the day."

They sure did. So who is next?
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Yesterday Trump warned the supreme leader of Iran Ayatollah Ali Khameni:

‘Be very careful with your words’: Trump warns Iran’s Khamenei after ayatollah
delivers fiery sermon slamming ‘American clowns’

US President Donald Trump has warned the supreme leader of Iran to
watch his language, following a heated sermon in which Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei slammed American leaders as “clowns.”
Leading a prayer in Tehran on Friday, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei boasted
that Iran had the “spirit to slap an arrogant, aggressive global power” in its
retaliation to the assassination of Quds Force commander Qassem
Soleimani, which he said struck a “serious blow” to Washington’s “dignity”
– triggering a response from the US president.

“The so-called ‘Supreme Leader’ of Iran, who has not been so Supreme
lately, had some nasty things to say about the United States and Europe,”
Trump tweeted. “Their economy is crashing, and their people are
suffering. He should be very careful with his words!”

In his sermon, Khamenei blasted “American clowns,” who he said “lie in
utter viciousness that they stand with the Iranian people,” referring to
recent comments by Trump and Secretary of State Mike Pompeo

How dare he?

Posted by: Likklemore | Jan 19 2020 0:10 utc | 49

Lets face it, assassinations are not a new thing. It became more organized with Lord
Palmerstons gangs of thugs in the mid 19th century (one of which took out Lincoln) .
Since the end of WWII the global mafia jumped across the pond and assassinations
have been covert actions arranged by the CIA , with operations having a high degree
of plausible deniability. But most higher ups had a pretty good idea who was behind it
. Trumps just continued this but like Bush and Obama have made clear its their right
to do so against terrorists . Of course the definition of terrorist has become rather
broad. Trump recently said he authorized the hit because he said bad things about
America. Maybe saying bad things about Trump can get you labelled the same. Watch
out for those drones barflies.

So basically the main change is they no longer care about plausible deniability . They
are proud to admit it. And nobody seems to care enough to express any outrage.
Name any countries leader who has except in muted terms. Europe, Russia, China,
etc everyone quiet as a mouse. China so outraged they signed a trade deal giving them
nothing. UN? Might as well move it to Cuba , Iran or Venezuela for all the clout it has.

So you know, maybe the deterrence is working. Terrorism works both ways. The
world seems terrorized and hardly anyone in the US dares criticize Trumps action
without saying the general was evil and deserved it. Its not just drones they fear as
financial terrorism (sanctions, denied access to USD) works quite well also (except in
Irans case).

Posted by: Pft | Jan 19 2020 0:28 utc | 50

james | Jan 18 2020 20:28 utc | 17
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The argument is correct.
(Although the mafia label bespeaks a limited frame of reference and it's inappropriate
in any event -- crime families do not have the reach or power of state assassination
squads.)

Ferencz does not have the moral standing to make the argument.
It's like granting Ted Bundy credibility for criticizing police brutality.

Posted by: ChasMark | Jan 19 2020 0:30 utc | 51

What a story.

Posted by: mcohen | Jan 19 2020 0:30 utc | 52

Posted by: Kali | Jan 18 2020 22:00 utc | 35

The beast rises from the bottomless pit, it is written in the book you quoted!
How do you suggest a mere mortal and retard like trump does that?
The murcanized xtianity eschatology you have been reading is stupid and in NO WAY
SHAPE OR FORM Orthodox(Orthodox=Christian)

"ORTHODOXESCHATOLOGYdotBLOGSPOTdotCOM"
"orthodoxinfoDOTcom"
"preteristarchiveDOTcom"
You will find info that is not xtian but Christian @ those blogs..
The last one is a library with ancient and old texts about Christianity!
If you search "THEOSIS THE TRUE PURPOSE OF HUMAN LIFE" on orthodoxinfo
you will also find a book WELL worth reading if you are/want to be Christian.

Per
Russian Orthodox
Norway

"And when they shall have finished their testimony, the beast that ascendeth out of
the bottomless pit shall make war against them, and shall overcome them, and kill
them."

Posted by: Per/Norway | Jan 19 2020 0:32 utc | 53

Kali @35
i messed up and hit post b4 i pasted this..
"'The beast that thou didst see: it was, and it is not; and it is about to come up out of
the abyss, and to go away to destruction, and wonder shall those dwelling upon the
earth, whose names have not been written upon the scroll of the life from the
foundation of the world, beholding the beast that was, and is not, although it is."
Per
Russian Orthodox
Norway

Posted by: Per/Norway | Jan 19 2020 0:36 utc | 54

several additions if i may:

first speculation. however it happened, "deep state" power or factions now have a
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jacket
on Trump. he can't disown what happened. Brennan and Stephen Schwarzman are
safe.
the Money and the MIC get what they want. Trump's agenda of converting the
common good
to corporate profit is acceptable. they can use Trump to defeat Sanders.

it's quite possible American power is unimpressed by the Russia-China alliance which
has
just revealed it's limitations. i think this link has already run on this site:
https://ejmagnier.com/2020/01/05/fragmentation-in-the-axis-of-resistance-led-to-
soleimanis-death/.

here's a welcome dose of realism from the Holy Russia Neverland to substantiate this
view:
https://thesaker.is/battle-of-the-ages-to-stop-eurasian-integration/
3 comments from India by Anaam esp this one: Anaam on January 17, 2020 · at 10:32
am EST/EDT

and lastly this outlier from ibm.com. a new, more powerful battery made from sea
water.
charges in 5 min. in California this means electricity off your roof for everything
including
your car plus a surplus for export. how soon? doesn't say. oil dependent economies
want to know. and we won't need the "petro" for the petrodollar.
https://www.ibm.com/blogs/research/2019/12/heavy-metal-free-battery/

Posted by: BLP | Jan 19 2020 0:40 utc | 55

The truth of it is Trump murdered General Soleimani because the general was very
effective in defeating ISIS - the U.S. created and funded - terrorists in Syria and Iraq.
The neocons were none too pleased.

Release Jan.18 2020 21st centurywire audio Interview with Dr. Mohammad Marandi,
Tehran University

America’s Miscalculation with Iran

LINK

@ ChasMark 7 - not an ounce of integrity! Trump or Ferencz?

How is it I posted days ago that link to Ferencz's letter to New York Times and not a
pips. Are you defending Trump's war crimes as against bringing the Nazis to justice?

How about the U.S. waterboarding and torturing Muslims at Gitmo? 19 years on with
NO TRIALS!!! That's OK, right?

Posted by: Likklemore | Jan 19 2020 0:44 utc | 56

As far as b's premise goes, he's proven it IMO. Looks like the CIA made the next move
in Lebanon. IMO, Asia plus Russia & Belarus hold the geoeconomic and geopolitical
deterrence cards. The Financial Parasite continues hollowing out what remains of US
industry and retail helped along by Trump's Trade War. I presented the fundamental
economic info and arguments on the prior threads, so I don't have anything to add.
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Posted by: karlof1 | Jan 19 2020 0:58 utc | 57

the price of fake freedom is remaining ever vigilant to prevent peace breaking out.
trump's as much a warmonger as any of them (which is to say impeachment won't
make a bit of difference).

Posted by: pretzelattack | Jan 19 2020 1:08 utc | 58

F. William Engdahl asks,

Unintended Consequences: Did Trump just give the Middle East to China and
Russia?

[Before] the US assassination of Soleimani, there were numerous back-
channel efforts for détente in the costly wars that have raged across the
region since the US-instigated Arab Spring between Saudi Arabia, the
UAE, and Iran and Iraq. Russia and China have both in different ways
been playing a key role in changing the geopolitical tensions. At this
juncture the credibility of Washington as any honest partner is effectively
zero if not minus.

[.] The US president just tweeted his support for renewed anti-
government Iran protests, in Farsi. We are clearly in for some very nasty
trouble in the Middle East as Washington tries to deal with the
unintended consequences of its recent Middle East actions.[.]

Run home as fast as you can. In this election year, an observation; 10% of companies
are losing money but thanks to the Feds, the Markets are making ATH ...all time
highs. On main street Joe and Jane are in a well of hurt "it's the economy, stupid."

Posted by: Likklemore | Jan 19 2020 1:27 utc | 59

There is nothing ambiguous about Pompeo's statement. It is evidence of a profound
psychotic break. It is a megalomaniac delusion of godlike power, a deterance not
attainable on a human scale. "In all cases, we have to do this."

The masters of the universe will kill those who do not comply. The projection of their
psychic power to intimidate the world goes well beyond Iraq and Iran, brushing aside
all the little insubstantial nations that are constantly underfoot. Russia and China are
to take heed now, it is they too who must sleep with one eye open. The deterrence
necessary to keep us all safe means to go ahead and challenge those islands China
built in the South China Sea.

The smiling villains do not accept that Crimea is part of Russia. Pompeo compares
Soleimani to bin Laden. There are so many departures from reality in the speech
amidst all the levity that it seems like someone has opened the doors of the Asylum.

Posted by: Copeland | Jan 19 2020 1:28 utc | 60

Likklemore | Jan 19 2020 0:44 utc | 56

Your retorts don't make sense relative to anything I've posted.

"not an ounce of integrity! Trump or Ferencz?"
Neither.
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"How is it I posted days ago that link to Ferencz's letter to New York
Times and not a pips."

U can't fool all of the people all of the time. I wasn't fooled by Ferencz's claim to
righteousness based on Harvard when his Nuremberg activities were outrageous and
the Nuremberg set-up itself was that of a kangaroo court.

"Are you defending Trump's war crimes as against bringing the Nazis to
justice?"

Trump's war crimes are indefensible; the Nuremberg trials were not about "bringing
Nazis to justice," they involved, as Rabbi Wise said, a largely Jewish exercise in
revenge. If Nuremberg were about "justice," Wise himself would have been in the
dock along with FDR (post mortem), Churchill, Stalin, and Truman + + +
If Congress were just, it would be impeaching Trump, Pompeo, Pence etc. for war
crimes.

But that does not make the Nuremberg trials the model of justice: they were not: as
Rabbi Stephen Wise wrote to his family, months before the trials began, they were set
up by FDR's man Robert Jackson as a

" broad departure from Anglo-Saxon legal tradition. [in which]
Retroactively “aggressive war-making” becomes criminally punishable–
with membership in the Gestapo prima facie proof of criminal
participation."

Ferencz's co-ethnics participated in the creation of the kangaroo court that Ferencz
himself utilized more to vent his spleen than to establish international models of
justice.

That is why the so-called Nuremberg principles have not and cannot be properly
applied to the war crimes committed by Bush (I and II), by Clinton (Bill & Hill),
Obama, Trump -- not to mention FDR, Truman & Churchill.

Further, as Ferencz surely realizes, "The United Nations Charter, the International
Criminal Court and the International Court of Justice in The Hague" are toothless: if
they were effective bodies for meting justice, even the sanctions on Iran would be
subject to judgment under United Nations Charter, along with Victoria Kagan
Nuland's subversion of Ukraine and every other 'color revolution' US has engaged in:
the UN Charter proscribes interference in the internal affairs of member states.

Posted by: ChasMark | Jan 19 2020 1:50 utc | 61

In the Orwellian value system of America, Mike Pompeo's idea of "deterrence" is
really NewSpeak for America's brazen war crimes, wars of aggression, and shredding
of international law.

America is a mafia nation masquerading as a democracy.

And Donald Trump is a two-bit New York mafioso don in charge of this America
Mafia state.

Posted by: ak74 | Jan 19 2020 2:13 utc | 62

@El Cid 23
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Hey you missed out Israel - "will be completely out of Palestine and return Golan
Height to Syria"

Wishfool thinking !

Posted by: JC | Jan 19 2020 2:29 utc | 63

@51 chasmark.... thanks.. got it.. i don't much much of anything about the man..

Posted by: james | Jan 19 2020 2:31 utc | 64

To ChasMark........

You are a CIA/NSA TROLL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

You condone pre-meditated MURDER!!!

So.........

You won't mind............ will you.............

IF someone chooses to put a hellfire missile up your ASS!!

INDY

Posted by: Dr. George W Oprisko | Jan 19 2020 2:46 utc | 65

Just monitor any of Pompeo's HD presentations. Look for blink rate and eye micro
movements, (saccades).Real evidence of lizard brain psycopathy.

Posted by: Idland | Jan 19 2020 3:01 utc | 66

Trump recounts minute by minute details of Soleimani assassination at a fundraiser
held at his Florida resort. Cause that's what normal people do; brag about murdering
someone. I'll bet his fat cat Zionist friends emptied their coffers. SICK.

trump-brags-killed-2-for-price-of-1

Posted by: Circe | Jan 19 2020 3:03 utc | 67

ak74 @62: Mike Pompeo's idea of "deterrence" is really NewSpeak ...

Exactly. And we might add:

"America First" means America is the Empire's Fist;

"Stand with the people of " is 'New World Order' psyop;

"Economic sanctions" is the economic part of hybrid warfare;

"War on terror" is the war on ALL enemies of the empire via terrorist
destabilization;

"Russiagate" is McCarthyist war on dissent;

"Trump" is the latest dear leader whose flaws are blessings and whose
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'gut instinct' is God's will. We know this because his fake enemies (like the
Democrats, "fake news", and ISIS) always fail when they confront him.

!!

Posted by: Jackrabbit | Jan 19 2020 3:09 utc | 68

Dr. George W Oprisko | Jan 19 2020 2:46 utc | 65
You are a CIA/NSA TROLL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
You condone pre-meditated MURDER!!!

Are you sure you actually read Chasmark @ 61?
Nowhere does he; You condone pre-meditated MURDER!!!
What Chasmark did, was to post the truth of the Nuremberg Trials.
They were an out and out sham...
You definitely need to up your reading comprehension and or, your knowledge of
history...

Posted by: V | Jan 19 2020 3:12 utc | 69

And the other countries of the world whine, but do nothing. I'm afraid they've become
as shallow and self-absorbed as most Americans, afraid to confront the world's bully.

Torches and pitchforks are needed, and we get marches. I'm afraid the depravity has
to get worse before direct action is taken.

I only hope to live long enough to see the debacle that is inevitable, even if takes me
with it.

Justice and truth demand a reckoning..

Sounds dark, I know, but these are very dark days.

Posted by: ben | Jan 19 2020 3:22 utc | 70

@ ChasMark 61 in reply to mine @ 56

Among some of very good points you made, I take issue:

"Your retorts don't make sense relative to anything I've posted."

Perhaps you should re-read my comment vs what you posited. Look to Gitmo; is it
any different to your critique of Nuremberg where there was a trial, albeit with
deficiencies, vs holding and torturing prisoners over 18 years without a trial? that was
my point.

You continue to offer up Rabbi Wise who proffered the Nuremberg trials were [.] "a
largely Jewish exercise in revenge"

I may add, they are also continuing to take out their revenge on Palestinians who had
nothing to do with events in Germany. The once oppressed have become oppressors.

If Congress were just, it would be impeaching Trump, Pompeo, Pence etc. for war
crimes.
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Don't expect justice from Congress they are all too busy at the money trough to
recognize war crimes.
War crimes are prosecuted by the ICC which the US and Israel do not recognize. US is
not a state party; have threatened, denied visas and barred entry to ICC investigators
of war crimes

Further, as Ferencz surely realizes, "The United Nations Charter, the International
Criminal Court and the International Court of Justice in The Hague" are toothless:

Toothless! Perhaps but
Don't tell that to Africans or Slobodan Milosevic while ELITES residing on that sliver
of the "occupied lands of Palestine" continue to roam free. Oh wait, they are the
chosen ones who rule the world!

Posted by: Likklemore | Jan 19 2020 3:26 utc | 71

@71 said in part; "The once oppressed have become oppressors."

A succinct description of the Israelis..

Posted by: ben | Jan 19 2020 3:31 utc | 72

Pompeo's speech may just be an attempt to reduce the cost of a future false flag
assassination that could be blamed on one of the enemies. If the enemy does what we
do, no need for an all out war. There will be a range of response options including just
firing a few missiles. Cost of war with the chosen enemy may be too high or the timing
just not right.

Posted by: fundas | Jan 19 2020 3:39 utc | 73

William Gruff @ 9 Expressions of <=reality-disconnected human behavior=>
describes victim response to rules, enforcement behaviors and media products that
bathe the differentiation space that allows to produce human automatons. An
examination of the forces at work inside of the nation state container (differentiation
space) will likely reveal private and external forces that produce in these public
containers, reality-disconnected human responders (human behavior is a function of
its environment; all learning is a result of personal experience). No one can learn
from another, but everyone can learn from the behaviors of that other.

The physical environment is nature's doing, but the non physical environment is
man's doing. We can organize content as a product of the physical environment ( we
build a home) or as a product of the virtual environment (we produce a movie).

Conscious physical man is a highly differentiated product of both environments. A
person growing up in the jungles of Belize, will not learn to operate a sled designed to
operate in snow, and a person in the cold north will not learn to survive in the topical
jungles of the Amazon. Experience is the only teacher, human expression is the
experience modified product of sets of expressed genes. Experience in both the
physical environment and the virtual environment contribute to the human response
to the challenges of life. The virtual environment is about knowledge, habit, privilege,
opportunity and a host of other non physical components. see Law, Moral attitudes,
and behavioral change, p. 243 ref and to be clear behavior has three components. ref
7
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What is this virtual space (environment) that allows differentiated humans to be
manufactured from genetic material in to adult automatons. How are these
automatons programmed? Since is it rarely possible to modify the physical space;
most human differentiation occurs in virtual space. How many such digital spaces are
there? virtual content means<= the verbal and non verbal (ref.12) discourse that
engages interactively with the mind (conscious and unconsciousness). Environments
can be natural or manufactured. Environment then is the container space. The
contents of the manufactured environment are psycho-econo-socio-metically
designed, media engineered, sets of media products. Each nation state supports a
different set of contents within its container space. The order, arrangement and time
of environments presented controls the mental behaviors of the media connected
humans who reside within the container space environment.

The content of each nation state in the system is a set of environment variables
operative in each human container. Two hundred and six different container spaces
(the global nation state system=NSS) divides and separates the 8 billion humans in
the world. Human differentiation is a product of the 206 different container
environments. Your observation that "Pompeo is a psycho"; expresses the real
problem for humanity; its leaders are the products of the physical and virtual content
of the host nation state within the system of nation states. Each nation state is led by
a few. I say to solve this always war condition it is necessary to control the humans
that occupy the positions in the nation states or to eliminate the nation state system,
and find some better way to address human need for governance.

1. VR empathy
2. self regulation in response to?
3. developing ideas into simulated experiences
4. regulated behavior
5. modify behavior
6. understanding conditions where regulation succeeds or fails to change underlying
attitudes.
7. behavior has three components
8. drivers of behavior
9. basic-behavior-components/
10. learning to respond appropriately
11. genetic variables impacting responsive behavior
12. Communication is actually a constant flow of nonverbal and verbal details

The container space supports 24/7 digital presentations. humans animate the human
containers, and the human containers constitution the nation states.

Pompeo is a victim of nation state programming, the question is, which nation state
programmed him?

Posted by: snake | Jan 19 2020 3:41 utc | 74

That strike, which was only the first part of Iran's response to the
murdering of Soleimani, deterred the U.S. from further action.

Is USA really 'deterred' or just didn't want war at this time? USA is 'deterred' if the
Iranian response actually stopped them in some way.

But they took Iran's 'slap' and RESPONDED (though not militarily) with more
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sanctions and even tried to turn the attack to their advantage by saying (initially) that
Iran missed on purpose (as I explained here) and conducting Electronic Warfare/Info
War that may have contributed to Iran's mistaken downing of a commercial airliner.

And, as bar patrons know only too well, Pompeo has refused to negotiate a USA exit
from Iraq, saying that "USA is a force for good in the Middle East".

IMO USA wants to put on UN sanctions (now in progress) and, when war comes, USA
will portray it as entirely Iran's fault. The claim will be that Iran is "lashing out" due
to "sanctions imposed by the world community".

!!

Posted by: Jackrabbit | Jan 19 2020 3:45 utc | 75

Why does anyone gives either the president or US officials credence regarding what
they say, especially Secretary Pompeo, not to mention POTUS? Taking Pompeo at this
word and responding to it strikes me as a waste of time. These people are never going
to say publicly what they are up to, which is world domination. Nor is it their own
ideal. This has been the policy of the US elite at least since WWII, which was simply a
transfer of the seat of power from London to Washington as the British Empire
morphed into the Anglo-American Empire. Global domination through sea power
was British policy for centuries and the US just recently joining the game, especially
when the game expanded to air power as well. Arguably, this goes back to the end of
WWI, if not the Spanish-American war that embarked the US on empire.

Posted by: tjfxh | Jan 19 2020 3:54 utc | 76

Anybody know what's up with Andrew Peek getting sacked from the NSC Russia desk
tonight?

Posted by: Idland | Jan 19 2020 4:00 utc | 77

Deterrence, I guess is the politically correct term for what Trump is doing.
He sees that the Dollar hegemonic empire was crumbling same as most who don't
rely on MSM for their news.
Trump believes US can hold its position in the world through pure military power, or
the threat of military power.
He wants to regain what he calls importance from early 90s when US was sole
undisputed superpower.
Iran though, he believes is a blot on USA's past that needs erasing.
Throughout the election campaign, Trump's big thing was rebuilding US military. He
believes this will restore US power in the world. Ruling through the world fear rather
than soft power and blackmail.

Posted by: Peter AU1 | Jan 19 2020 4:39 utc | 78

Well said, dorje @ 43. That is how it is.

Today is Theophany in the Orthodox Christian Church, the baptism of Christ in the
River Jordan:

Today Thou hast appeared to the universe
and Thy light, O Lord, hast shone on us,
who with understanding praise Thee:
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Thou hast come and revealed Thyself
O Light Unapproachable!

Posted by: juliania | Jan 19 2020 4:54 utc | 79

The 2000 page report about Afganistan sums up USA's criminal insanity. Further,
Trump says the response attack from Iran did not harm troops nor do anything of
significant damage. Indeed Iran's missiles are far superior than the USA's and the
counter attack for the General's assassination. I have mused, that, perhaps the USA
was/is set up in this scenario via Iran, Et Al.

Posted by: Biloximarxkelly | Jan 19 2020 5:03 utc | 80

The basis of the American Empire and its parasitic economy and Way of Life(TM)
itself are premised on what should be called America's Dollar Dictatorship.

Because of the US Dollar, America is able to wage economic siege warfare (aka
economic sanctions) on multiple nations around the planet--all in order to impose the
Land of the Free's imperial dictates on them.

This is American global gangsterism in everything but name--and disguised behind
the founding American deceptions of "Freedom and Democracy."

The vast majority Americans--including some fake "alternative media" shills--will
attempt to spindoctor this issue by avoiding such blunt description of this system.

Instead, they prefer to employ Orwellian euphemisms about the "US PetroDollar" or
the "US Dollar Reserve Currency" or how America's superpower status is dependent
on this dollar syistem.

But former Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad accurately calls out this system
for what it is: America's global dictatorship of the Dollar.

This is another reason why America has such hatred for Iran:

Dollar dictatorship the foundation of American empire - Iran's Ahmadinejad
https://www.rt.com/business/435310-dollar-us-empire-reorder-ahmadinejad/

America Escalates its “Democratic” Oil War in the Near East
https://michael-hudson.com/2020/01/america-escalates-its-democratic-oil-war-in-
the-near-east/

Posted by: ak74 | Jan 19 2020 5:09 utc | 81

Best explanation I've seen yet of the 752 jet takedown. It was a false flag attack by the
US or its allies intended to frame Iran. The Iranian missile hit second after the plane
had already been hit by the Stinger and was several seconds from crashing anyway.
The rich kids of Tehran were in the housing complex at 6 AM to film the Stinger
shootdown by their terrorist buddies. They have properly been arrested. There have
been other arrests too. I wonder what they will come up with.

This makes more sense than any other theory I have seen.

https://beyondhighbrow.com/2020/01/18/false-flag-flight-752-in-iran-was-shot-
down-by-us-allies-with-a-stinger-missile-not-by-an-iranian-missile/
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Posted by: Mike Javaras | Jan 19 2020 5:13 utc | 82

@ Peter AU1 78

Tom Luongo, who frequently cites b, has coined a new word for Trump's and his
minions tactics. Tom asks:

Does Gangsternomics Meet its End in the Iraqi Desert?

In the aftermath of the killing of Iranian IRGC General Qassem Soleimani
a lot of questions hung in the air. The big one was, in my mind, “Why
now?”

There are a lot of angles to answer that question. Many of them were
supplied by caretaker Iraqi Prime Minister Adel Abdul-Mahdi who tried to
let the world know through official (and unofficial) channels of the extent
of the pressure he was under by the U.S.

In short, President Trump was engaged in months of what can best be
described as gangsternomics in directing the course of Iraq’s future
economic and political development.[/]

Iraq’s importance goes much farther than just protecting the petrodollar
to the U.S. It is the fulcrum now on which the entire U.S. defense against
Eurasian integration rests. The entire region is slipping out of the grasp of
the U.S.

And this started with Russia moving into Syria in 2015 successfully. We
are downstream of this as it has blown open the playbook and revealed it
for how ugly it is.

Trump’s crude gangster tactics in Iraq, Venezuela, Bolivia and to a lesser
extent in Syria cannot be hidden behind the false veil of moral preening
and virtue signaling about bringing democracy to these benighted
places.[/]

What began in Syria with Russia, Iran, Hezbollah and China standing up
together and saying, “No,” continues today in Iraq. To this point Iran has
been the major actor. Tomorrow it will be Russia, China and India.

And that is what is ultimately at stake here, the ability of the U.S. to
employ gangsternomics in the Middle East and make it stick.[.]

By the time Trump is done threatening people over S-400’s and pipelines
the entire world will be happy to trade in yuan and/or rubles rather than
dollars.[.]

full article here

Posted by: Likklemore | Jan 19 2020 5:20 utc | 83

"...deterrence to protect America."
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Pompeo omitted a crucial part of this sentence: "deterrence to protect [the financial
and energy hegemony of] America".

While this might be obvious to us, the narrative that US foreign policy is about
protecting citizens, values and apple pie from 'bad guys'—and indeed that the
militaries of all Western countries are benign police forces preventing ISIS from
burning your old Eagles albums and other violations of 'freedom'—is such a regular
part of the MSM/cinema diet masticated by the general public that we have
completely forgotten that the basic function of the armed forces is the pursuit of
vested interests through superior violence. It always seemed strange to me that the
post-ww2 cinematic template for war-movies, and by extension the basic plot of all
reporting of western military activity in the media, always represented the enemy as
evil precisely because they use militaries in an instrumental way (i.e for the purpose
they were designed). The Germans, or for that matter the Persians in 300, or any
baddies in war films, seek to extend and protect their interests (real or imagined) by
deploying armed forces. The good guys are always identifiable through this idea of
'deterrence': "hey man, all we want is just to live and let live, but you pushed us so we
pushed back." Then one stirs in a little 'preemptive deterrence': you looked like you
were going to push so we acted. If we 'accidentally' go too far, it's because there is a
deranged C-in-C: Hitler, or Xerxes, or some other naughty boy who can be the fall-
guy, scapegoat, etc. To get serious we need to go back a very long way, to, say, the
Iliad, which, like all Greek (and Roman) literature, assumes as a premise (and it's
tragedy) that the warrior's basic function is to kill, pillage, rape and occasionally
protect others from the same. But mostly take by force. No qualms or BS 'deterrence',
armies are for taking other people's stuff by force (land-grabs, etc). I would respect
Pompeo a whole lot more (but not much more...) if he just once came out and said:
"Iran is run by people who don't want us to take their stuff; we want to undermine
them and replace them with paid yes-men who will let us take Iran's stuff. We will use
violence and armed force to make this happen. But we have no intention of
distributing this loot evenly among our citizens. Instead it will be paid as dividends to
select shareholders and spent retooling the military for next poor bastards who stand
up to us."

Just once.

Posted by: Patroklos | Jan 19 2020 5:40 utc | 84

Patroklos 84
Xerxes wanted water from Spartans, Hitler wanted land from "subhumans", but I
don't see what kind of stuff Americans want from Iranians. When they had Iran under
control during Pahlavi rule, what stuff did they take from Iran? They were giving Iran
lots of money - didn't give them USD printing press machine too?

Posted by: hopehely | Jan 19 2020 6:00 utc | 85

Mike Javaras @82: The Iranian missile hit second after the plane had already been
hit by the Stinger ...

MANPADs like Stingers are heat-seeking. They go after ENGINES. On a big plane like
PS732, a MANPADs is unlikely to have stopped the transponder and
communications.

Philip Giraldi points a finger at US/Israeli Electronic Warfare:
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Who Targeted Ukraine Airlines Flight 752?
Iran Shot It Down But There May Be More to the Story

Giraldi thinks the transponder was hacked. But the article he cites also talks about a
device on board that would've allowed for EW. And he notes that Israel probably
ALSO has the capability to have been responsible for the EW and/or device on board.

!!

Posted by: Jackrabbit | Jan 19 2020 6:00 utc | 86

All sentinent beings are working on the evolution of our planet & humanity. Problem
is the very worst of our species are incurably criminally insane.

Love your blog MOA

Posted by: Biloximarxkelly | Jan 19 2020 6:01 utc | 87

Likklemore 83

Thanks. Gangsternomics seems a good term for Trump's vision of US world power.
Trump is pragmatic or realist in that he knows there is no court or authority to hold
the US to account.
As to US holding power purely through military power, that can only happen long
term if he gets hold of a good chunk of the worlds energy reserves (as in Persian gulf
and Venezuela oil). If he doesn't achieve that, then the US goes down. Iran needs to
ensure it stays under Russia's nuclear umbrella as there are no rules.

Posted by: Peter AU1 | Jan 19 2020 6:05 utc | 88

MOSCOW – Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov stated there is unverified
information that at least six American F-35 jets were in the Iranian border area at the
time when Tehran accidentally downed Ukraine International Airlines flight PS752
last week.

www.fortruss.com

Posted by: V | Jan 19 2020 6:21 utc | 89

Sickening series of Trump interviews and speeches demanding that Iraq pay America
and its allies over a trillion dollars for liberating Iraq (time stamp 8:20 to 12:00).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mWZfDJerI0o

This demonstrates that US attacks in Iraq over the last 30-40 years was mostly about
the control (including transportation routes) and than profiting from its oil and gas
reserves.

A secondary reason is to put troop on the border with Iran to further destabilize it via
state terrorism to overthrow the government and then take its oil and gas too.

It will get interesting when a pro Iranian new Prime minister takes office and China
offers Iraq a line of credit equivalent to the funds that would be frozen in Western
bank accounts if Iraq actually demands the troops to leave.

"The Iran-linked Binaa parliamentary voting bloc has nominated Asaad al-Edani, a
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former minister and governor of oil-rich Basra province. Binaa’s bloc is mostly made
up of the Fatah party led by militia leader turned politician Hadi al-Ameri, who is
close to Tehran."

The Kurdish President of Iraq has stated that “Out of an eagerness to spare blood and
preserve civil peace, I apologize for not naming Edani prime minister,” the letter
continued. “I am ready to submit my resignation to parliament.”
https://time.com/5755588/iraq-president-resignation/

Currently, the rival Sairoon bloc, headed by populist Shia cleric Moqtada al-Sadr, said
it would not participate in the process of nominating a new premier.”
https://www.ft.com/content/50f09fe4-27f4-11ea-9a4f-963f0ec7e134

However, "Iraqi Shia cleric Muqtada al-Sadr demanded that Iraqis stage a “million-
man march” against the continued US military presence in the country"
https://en.farsnews.com/newstext.aspx?nn=13981025000319

I close with a visionary French rock opera Starmania “story of an alternate reality
where a fascist millionaire (read Trump) famous for building skyscrapers is running
for president on an anti-immigration policy, and where the poor are getting more and
more desperate for their voices to be heard.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=78LytR-6Xmk

Posted by: krollchem | Jan 19 2020 6:27 utc | 90

@hopehely | Jan 19 2020 6:00 utc | 85

Xerxes wanted water from Spartans, Hitler wanted land from "subhumans", but I
don't see what kind of stuff Americans want from Iranians. When they had Iran
under control during Pahlavi rule, what stuff did they take from Iran? They were
giving Iran lots of money - didn't give them USD printing press machine too?

Assuming that your post was serious...

1. Water from the Spartans? That makes absolutely no sense as a glance at any
historical map of the Achaemenid Empire will show;
2. Lebensraum was indeed a specific war aim of Hitler;
3. Under the Shah Anglo-American (not mention Dutch, French and other) interests
skimmed all Iranian energy resources, kept the USSR under pressure on the southern
coast of the Caspian Sea and provided a key friendly power in the most important
region of central Asia. Petro-dollar supremacy could not have been established
without control of the Persian Gulf. The Persian elite were given wonderful
opportunities while the rest... well we know what the rest get.

Posted by: Patroklos | Jan 19 2020 6:39 utc | 91

@ krollchem #90 with the Starmania link that is not working

I get the following error from Oregon, USA
"
Video unavailable
This video contains content from WMG, who has blocked it in your country on
copyright grounds.
"
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Thanks for the rest of the comment and agree with the sickness of demanding Iraq
pay for being invaded.

When will all this idiocy end? Soon I hope.

Posted by: psychohistorian | Jan 19 2020 6:47 utc | 92

Posted by: Patroklos | Jan 19 2020 6:39 utc | 91

1. Water from the Spartans? That makes absolutely no sense as a glance at any
historical map of the Achaemenid Empire will show;

That was in the movie 300. I guess you did not watch it. :-)

The Persian elite were given wonderful opportunities while the rest... well we know
what the rest get.

Not just the elite. Persian middle class was pretty well off too. Spending vacation in
Europe was easy, quite affordable. Not any more. I know I know, those dang
sanctions... well that is what you get when you piss off the big dawg.

Posted by: hopehely | Jan 19 2020 7:08 utc | 93

Idland #77

Anybody know what's up with Andrew Peek getting sacked from the NSC
Russia desk tonight?

Odd that, and he seemed like such a trustworthy chap as indicated in his twitter feed.
Perhaps he has some Ciaramella connections that would make Trump uncomfortable.
Or Trump is taking absolutely no more chances with any insider he has no control
over when attending high level meetings.

Posted by: uncle tungsten | Jan 19 2020 7:20 utc | 94

@ hopehely 93

Are you talking about 'earth and water'? The symbolic gesture of submission to the
Great King? That's a very different thing altogether. You make it sound like 'water
rights'... I did indeed watch the film I'm sad to say, but Xerxes was not after water.

I'd like to know what proportion of the pre-1979 population of Iran qualified as
'middle-class' and what that meant in real terms. Outside of Tehran, Shiraz, etc there
probably weren't a lot of Iranians skiing in St Moritz.

Posted by: Patroklos | Jan 19 2020 7:34 utc | 95

There are certain signs that nations exhibit when they slide into becoming
'regimes'...targeted, illegal assassinations of opponents is one of these; America's
recent political trajectory has been from oligarchy to kakistocracy and now, it seems,
to regime - banana republic next, perhaps?...

https://richardhennerley.com/2020/01/14/welcome-to-the-american-regime/

Posted by: Richard | Jan 19 2020 7:35 utc | 96
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Soleimani had delivered an speech on 2 August 2018 in Hamadan, in his speech he
read 5 verses poems from Rumi the famous Persian poet lived on 13 century. You can
watch and listen minute 35:45 of the film, if you know Farsi. He said let enemy pay
attention to these poems.

He has selected 5 verses from two locations from Book3 of Masnavi.

How the lover, impelled by love, said “I don't care” to the person who counseled and
scolded him.

Verse 3833 : Do not thou threaten me with being killed // For I thirst lamentably for
mine own blood.

V-3838 : If that One of friendly countenance shed my blood, // dancing (in triumph)
I will strew (lavish) my soul (life) upon Him.

Story of those who ate the young elephant from greed and because they neglected the
advice of the sincere counselor.

V-96 : Men dance and whirl on the battle-field // They dance in their own blood.

V-97 : They clap a hand when they are freed from the hand of ego // They make a
dance when they jump out from their own imperfection,

V-98: The inner musicians strike the tambourine // The Oceans burst into foam from
their ecstasy

I think Soleimani selected  last 3 verses from this story of baby elephant killer, and
revenge of the mother elephant, without intending the content of story. But the
coincidence is striking.

Posted by: arata | Jan 19 2020 8:22 utc | 97

Peter AU1 @78

No fault in your reasoning, particularly when expressing this from Trump's point of
view. I'd go a bit further and suggest he understands Iran, North Korea and Cuba are
the only remaining nations without a Rothschild central bank. Thinking he's
successfully rebuilt the U.S. military could be the single most critical failure of his
presidency. Upgrading hardware with a tactical nuclear weapon preference, isn't
synonymous with rebuilding. What's neglected are the people operating any
apparatus. As an example, there is no timely military action to counter mining of the
Strait of Hormuz as illustrated by Death and Neglect in the 7th Fleet. A firsthand
account from a U.S. Naval officer is eye opening (emphasis mine).

He’d seen his ship, one of the Navy’s fleet of 11 minesweepers, sidelined by
repairs and maintenance for more than 20 months. Once the ship, based
in Japan, returned to action, its crew was only able to conduct its most
essential training — how to identify and defuse underwater mines — for
fewer than 10 days the entire next year. During those training
missions, the officer said, the crew found it hard to trust the ship’s faulty
navigation system: It ran on Windows 2000.

Sonar which identifies dishwashers, crab traps and cars as possible mines, can hardly
be considered a rebuilt military. The Navy's eleven minesweepers built more than 25
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years ago, have had their decommissioning continually delayed because no
replacement plan was implemented. I'll await the deeper understanding of
'deterrence' from b, even as I consider willingness to commit and brag about war
crimes as beyond the point of no return.

Posted by: psychedelicatessen | Jan 19 2020 9:14 utc | 98

psychedelicatessen "Thinking he's successfully rebuilt the U.S. military could be the
single most critical failure of his presidency."

I would be in agreement on the overall gist of your reply, but on Trump thinking he's
successfully rebuilt the US military, I'm not so sure. He is a pragmatic gangster when
it comes to world affairs which is why his Nuclear Posture Review lowered the
threshold of first use of nukes. b's previous post on 'How Trump rebelled against the
generals' also fits in with this line of thought.
I believe Trump needs to be thought of as a CEO brought in to pull a company back
from the edge of bankruptcy. I think that is the way he sees himself, and as I have put
in previous comments, there are no rules. I had thought Trump may be adverse to
pure terrorism but depending on what comes of the Ukie airliner shootdown in Iran,
there may be absolutely no rules as far as Trump is concerned.

Posted by: Peter AU1 | Jan 19 2020 9:32 utc | 99

Jackrabbit @86

The article linked by Mike Jarvis @86 makes observational comments about the
behavior of the first missile strike in PS752 and that it must have been a
stinger/manpad (and not a Tor). The same article also concludes that EW must also
have been involved. Everything I have read indicates that the first missile strike
behaved like a stinger/manpad - until this can be disproved it must remain a valid
theory.

Posted by: ADKC | Jan 19 2020 9:33 utc | 100
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